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We have calculated the quasiparticle energy of the occupied surface states of the H-Si(111)1x1
surface. The electron self-energy operator is expanded to first order in the screened Coulomb
interaction in the GR' approximation. The results explain the data from recent high-resolution
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. Comparison of the quasiparticle surface-state energies
with those &om local-density-functional eigenvalues shows that the self-energy corrections are very
large, typically two to three times larger than the corrections found in previous calculations on other
semiconductor surface systems. We have also performed a frozen-phonon study of the stretching
mode of the Si-H bond. As observed in several recent experiments and theoretical studies, a large
anharmonicity is found.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the development of a wet chemical
treatment ' has allowed the preparation of very Bat,
highly stable, and nearly defect-&ee hydrogen-terminated
Si(111) surfaces. The quality of these surfaces is char-
acterized by the exceptionally small linewidth of elec-
tronic and vibrational states in photoemission3 and
vibrational ' ' spectroscopy experiments. This has gen-
erated much renewed interest in this system since mea-
surements can now unravel very 6ne structures in the
spectroscopic data with very little inhomogeneity or im-
purity broadening.

The present work is motivated by a recent high-
resolution angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) experiment performed on such an "ideal" H-

Si(111)1x1surface. s The spectra were obtained using the
French-Swiss beam line (SUB) at SuperACO in LURE.
The quality of the surface, combined with a state-of-the-
art instrumental resolution (25 meV for valence states),
yields surface states in the ARPES data with a typical
linewitdh of 300 meV, much smaller than those measured
with samples &om other preparation methods such as
by adsorbing atomic hydrogen on freshly cleaved Si(ill)
surfacesr or those of the ideally H-terminated Si(111)1x 1
surfaces obtained by removal of an indium adalayer by
atomic hydrogen.

In this paper, we address mainly the issue of the sur-
face states located in the Si valence bands. Surface states
in the conduction bands have also been previously stud-

ied experimentally and theoreticallys but these states are
weak resonances. Surface states in the valence bands of
the H/Si(111) surface have been examined in several pre-
vious calculations. ~~2 Although the character of these
states is qualitatively understood, discrepancies in their
energy locations as large as 1 eV were found between the-
ory and experiment. This is because the previous studies
were either semiempiricali~i2 in nature or were based
on the local-density approximation (LDA) which does
not provide an accurate description of the quasiparticle
energies measured in the photoemission process.

In order to make a direct comparison with the ex-
perimental data, we present here a first-principles cal-
culation of the quasiparticle surface-state energies. The
computation of the quasiparticle energies is achieved us-
ing a quasiparticle self-energy method, based on the
GR' approximation which has been shown to yield
for semiconductors bulk, ' ' surface, interface,
and superlattice23 quasiparticle energies accurate to
within 0.1 eV when compared to experiment. The
method has also been successfully applied to complex
materials such as solid C60 recently.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In Sec. II, we discuss the theoretical methods employed
in this study. The ab initio pseudopotential method em-
ploying a plane-wave basis set in a supercell slab geom-
etry was used to determine the surface structure and vi-
brational properties of the Si-H stretching mode. The
bulk and surface-state energies were calculated using the
6rst-principles quasiparticle approach. In Sec. III, the
theoretical results are presented and compared with data
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from spectroscopic measurements. Finally, a summary
and conclusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

A. LDA ab initio pseudopotential
total energy calculations

The LDA calculations were carried out using ab ini-
tio pseudopotentials. For Si, we use the Hamann-
Schliiter-Chiang pseudopotential scheme. For hydro-
gen, the pseudopotential is obtained using a modi6ed
Kerker scheme26 based on the inversion of the exact hy-
drogenic Schrodinger equation. This scheme provides a
very smooth pseudopotential for hydrogen with excellent
transferability. The Ceperley-Alder exchange and corre-
lation potential2 was used. The potentials and eigen-
states are expanded in a plane-wave basis. The calcu-
lations were carried out using a cutofF of E,„t ——16 Ry
in the plane-wave expansion of the wave functions. This
cutofF corresponds to an average of 2200 plane waves in
the basis set for the surface calculation described below.
We exploited an iterative diagonalization technique to
calculate the desired lowest eigenstates. A 4x 4 x 1 grid in
the Monk-Pack scheme was used to generate ten special
k points in the irreducible part of the two-dimensional
surface Brillouin zone (SBZ).

In each supercell, we have a 12-layer Si slab terminated
by hydrogen saturating the dangling bond on each side.
With this geometry, our slab retains inversion symmetry.
The vacuum between adjacent slabs was chosen to be 12
a.u. This vacuum region is large enough as con6rmed by
the absence of dispersion for the slab band structure in
the direction normal to the surface and by the Qatness of
the total potential in the middle of the vacuum region.
We checked also the convergence in the thickness of the
slab: The overlap through the slab for the surface states
located on two hydrogen atoms on the opposite side in-
duces a splitting of the surface-state energies which is at
most 0.1 eV. The surface-state energies given below are
taken to be simple algebraic average of the energy of the
split levels.

For the speci6c study of the Si-H stretching mode, we
increased the energy cutoK up to E,„t, ——20 Ry: Going
from 16 Ry to 20 Ry reduces the fundamental &equency
by 8%%up.

where T is the kinetic energy operator, V,„t the external
potential, and VH a mean-field electron-electron interac-
tion potential (the Hartree potential in this case. ) The
self-energy operator Z includes the eKects of exchange
and correlation: It is nonlocal, energy dependent, and
non-Hermitian in general.

In the GW approximation used in this calculation,
Z is taken to be the first-order term in an expansion in
successive powers of the screened interaction W:

K(r, r';E~ ) = i e ' G(r, r';E —E')2'
x W(r, r'; E'),

where G is the dressed one-particle Green's function. Our
approach is to make the best possible approximation
for G and R". As shown in previous GW calculations in
semiconductors, the LDA wave functions accurately de-
scribe the quasiparticle wave functions in semiconductors
so that we may write

) (nk) (nk(

nk
E —E k —ig'n

with ~nk) the LDA eigenfunctions and E„i, the self-
consistent quasiparticle energies (il is a negative infinites-
imal for energies above the Fermi energy and a positive
infinitesimal below) .

The screened Coulomb interaction TV = Ve is
calculated in Fourier space using the Hybertsen-Louie
scheme. ' V is the bare Coulomb potential and e

the inverse dynamical dielectric matrix. In calculating
~, the static polarizability P is evaluated in the Adler-

Wiser formulation ' within the random-phase approx-
imation (RPA). Local field effects are taken into account
so that the polarizability matrix is nondiagonal in re-
ciprocal space. This is the most time-consuming part
of our scheme. After inversion of the static dielectric
matrix e(q, ~ = 0), we extend e to finite frequencies
using a generalized plasmon pole model which yields a
different pole at ~~ ~ (q) for each element e& &, (q;u)
of the inverse dielectric matrix. The strength and posi-
tion of each pole are uniquely determined by imposing
that ec c, (q;u) satisfy both the Kramers-Kronig rela-

tions and a generalized f-sum rule. is

The quasiparticle excitation energies are then calcu-
lated using 6rst-order perturbation theory:

B. First-principles quasiparticle approach
to electron excitation energies

The computation of the quasiparticle energies is
achieved using a self-energy approach. ' In this for-
malism, the Schrodinger-like equation solved to obtain
the one-particle excitation energies Eqp is given by

[T + V.„,(r) + VH (r) j@& (r)

+ dr Z(r, r'; Eq )4q (r') = Eq 4'q (r),

E„q ——E„„+(nkiZ(E„~ ) —V ink).

The validity of Eq. (4) is based on the fact that the
IDA and quasiparticle wave functions are, in general,
in excellent agreement. Thus, one needs only to calcu-
late the diagonal elements of the difference Hamiltonian
g(EQP )

VLDA

In the calculation, the static polarizability P(q, u = 0)
was evaluated using ten special q points in the irreducible
part of the SBZ with a special treatment for the I' point
(Ref. 30, Appendix A). The P~~ matrix elements were
calculated for ~q+ G~ ( 3.4 a.u. which yields dielectric
matrices of average size of 200x200 for each special q
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point. This is sufficient to describe the local field efFects

in the dielectric screening in the present case. We also
included transitions up to 350 conduction bands for each
k point.

The calculation of the self-energy matrix elements
requires a smaller cutoff: We used !q+G! ( 2.8 a.u. to
converge the bare exchange energies and !q+ G! ( 2.1
a.u. for the dynamical part of Z. Over 350 bands in
the summation over conduction states were used for the
Coulomb-hole term. With these cutoffs, the self-energies
are found to converge to within 0.1 eV.

. III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Structure and H-Si stretching mode

By total energy minimization within LDA, we find that
the Si-H bond length for the unreconstructed surface is
2.87 a.u, in good agreement with previous calculations
[2.80 a.u. (Ref. 9) and 2.90 a.u. (Ref. 33)]. For the
silicon substrate, we start with the experimental bulk
silicon lattice constant. The first layer is found to be
slightly relaxed inward by 0.075 a.u. while relaxation of
deeper layers is negligible. The inward relaxation of the
first layer is 0.03 a.u. larger than the value calculated in
Ref. 33: The difference in the number of layers, width
of the vacuum space, and It-point sampling may account
for this discrepancy which has only a very small eH'ect on
the total energy. The position of the surface states and
the parameters of the Si-H stretching are insensitive to
such a small variation in the first layer relaxation.

The stretching mode of the Si-H bond was investigated
using the method of Ref. 34. We find that the hydrogen
moves in a potential well (see Fig. 1) which can be well

described using the following fourth-order polynomial ex-

pression:

V(z) = Vo+ 0.543z —0.781z + 0.77lz, (5)

where the energies are in Ry and z is the deviation from
equilibrium of the Si-H bond length in angstroms. With
this potential, we find a harmonic frequency of hQO ——

251.2 meV (2025.0 cm ) and the difference between the
overtone &equency and twice h00 to be —2I'= 4.1 meV
(33.4 cm ~) in excellent agreement with the theoretical
value in Ref. 33 in the case when no coupling with the
wagging modes is considered. As described in Ref. 33,
these values can be successfully used as parameters to
describe phonon-phonon interactions through a negative-
U Hubbard-type Hamiltonian which yields an excellent
value for the binding energy of the two-phonon bound
state recently observed 5 in this system.

B. Surface-state energies

The results of the LDA and quasiparticle surface-state
band structure calculations are presented in Fig. 2. In
the background is the continuum of Si bulk quasipar-
ticle states projected along the (111) direction onto the
SBZ. For each k parallel to the surface (along I'-K-M-I'),
we projected the energy levels of the quasiparticle bulk
states of 100 regularly spaced k points of the bulk fcc
Brillouin zone. This presentation of the projected quasi-
particle band structure, in contrast to a uniform shading
of the bulk continuum, allows the detection of lines of
high density of bulk states in the continuum. They are
in excellent agreement with the ARPES data5 and are
valuable in identifying bulk peaks as compared to surface
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FIG. 1. Calculated potential vrell of H-Si bond as a func-

tion of the displacement from equilibrium bond length. The
open squares are the calculated points and the solid line is a
fourth-order polynomial least-squares 6t.
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FIG. 2. Surface-state bands calculated within LDA (solid
lines) and GW (open circles). The solid squares represent
the experimental data (Ref. 5). In the background is the
projected Si bulk GW band structure. The zero of the energy
scale is at the top of the valence band.
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related peaks in spectroscopic data. These bulk states are
calculated in the framework of our first-principles quasi-
particle approach using the usual diamond-structure unit
cell of bulk silicon. The calculated pockets in the pro-
jected bulk band structure are in excellent agreement
with experiment.

f. LDA meults

k point Tight binding
(Ref. 11)

-3.88
-5.02
-8.83

-4.94

Present calculations
TB LDA GW

-3.82 -3.22
-4.94 -4.29
-8.94 -7.85

-3.82
-4.76
-8.47

-4.86 -3.87 -4.63

Expt.
(Ref. 5)

-3.80
-4.78
-8.64

-4.76

TABLE 1. Energies of surface states at K and M (in eV
with zero at the top of the valence band).

In Fig. 2, the LDA surface-state eigenvalues are given
by the solid lines while the experimental values are given
by the solid squares. Well-defined surface states ex-
ist in each local gap (or pocket) of the projected bulk
band structure near K and M. These states have wave
functions which are highly localized at the surface [Figs.
3(a,c,d)]. The states (a) at K [Fig. 3(a)] and (n') at M
[Fig. 3(d)] are the results of the hybridization of the Si
3p, orbital with the H ls orbital, while interactions of the
Si 3s and the H 1s orbitals are responsible for the low-

lying surface states (b) at —7.85 eV at K. The enhance-
ment of the k-resolved local density of states (LDOS) on
the first H layer at the calculated surface-state energies as
compared to the bulk density of states (DOS) at K and
M [Figs. 4(b,c)] further illustrates the localized charac-
ter of these states. The state (a') at K is found in the
LDA calculations to be within the bulk continuum but of
a different symmetry than the surrounding bulk states.
The corresponding wave function [see Fig. 3(b)] is very
delocalized as compared to the state (a') at M. However,
an analysis of the symmetry of this state clearly shows
that this state is hydrogen induced and is the continua-
tion of the bona /de surface band (a') along K to M. An
angular decomposition of the wave function around the
hydrogen atom and the first layer silicon atom showed
distinctly a difFerent character for this state from that
of surrounding bulk states: The states (a') at M and K
have the same character at the surface.

To examine whether the larger delocalization of the
surface state (a') at K is the result of being incor-
rectly positioned within LDA, we performed a Slater-
KosterM tight-binding (TB) calculation on our 12-Si-
layer slab using Pandey's nearest and second nearest
neighbor parameters. ii [The TB results do not yield a
surface resonance for the surface state (a') at K.] We
compared first our tight-binding surface-state energies
with Pandey's results for a 36-Si-layer slab. The results
are quoted in Table I. The energies of the surface states as
given by the two TB calculations differ by less than 0.11
eV (which also confirms that our slab is thick enough).
Consistent with Pandey s findings, our tight-binding cal-
culation locates the state (a') at K well within the small
pocket of the projected bulk continuum. Moreover, in
agreement with our LDA calculations, the wave function
at K is much less localized than that at M: Only 3570
of the wave function is localized on the two outermost
layers at K as compared to 69% at M. This shows that,
because of symmetry, the state (a') hardly resonates with
the nearby bulk states at K and that the corresponding

delocalization of the wave function is rather insensitive
to its position in energy as compared to the bulk con-
tinuum edge. This will be of some importance in our
self-energy calculation which assumes that the LDA and
quasiparticle wave functions are in good agreement.

The LDOS at I' is given in Fig. 4(a): The features
in the LDOS for the center of the slab from —7 eV to
—2 eV illustrate the finite size efFects related to the slab
geometry, but the enhancement of some of these struc-
tures in the H layer LDOS indicates that surface reso-
nances exist in this energy range as reported in previous
calculations '

The LDA energies of the surface states at K and M
are also reported in Table I. As compared to experiment,
LDA underbinds the occupied surface states. This is
consistent with previous calculations for other surfaces,
but the effect is significantly larger in the present case.
This is related to the very localized 1s hydrogen orbital
forming the surface states in the present system: Figure
3 shows that the wave functions of the bonding surface
states are not centered in the middle of the H-Si bond
but fall into the deep well created by the hydrogen nu-
cleus. The discrepancy in the energy position between
LDA and experiment for the state (a') at M and the
state (b) at K is larger by a factor 2—3 as compared to
that for surface states at the As-Si(111) surface. is This
difference between the two systems can be partially un-
derstood by examining the atomic calculations. Figure
5 shows the error in the LDA eigenvalue energy for the
highest occupied state as compared to the experimental
ionization energy. It is well known that the discrepancy is
very large for all atoms. This error resulting from using
LDA exchange-correlation potential as an approximation
to the self-energy operator is therefore large. In the case
of surface-state energies, we are interested in their rela-
tive position to bulk states. Thus the energy differences
between substrate and adsorbate levels are important.
The cancellation of error is much more favorable in the
As-Si system than the H-Si system. These differences are
quoted in Table II. One can see that the discrepancy is
even worse for the energy difference H(ls)-Si(3s): This
is relevant for the state (c) at K.

In addition to not yielding the correct position of sur-
face states relative to bulk states, LDA in the present
case does not give the correct dispersion for the surface
states. For example, for the surface band (a') between
M and K, while the experimental data do not show any
dispersion, the LDA calculation gives a dispersion of 0.42
eV.
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FIG. 3. Contour plot in the [110] plane of selected surface-state wave functions and corresponding xy-averaged charge
density plotted along the surface normal direction z. The values which label the contours correspond to (2z) [g~ where g is
the corresponding wave function normalized such that f dV ~Q[ = 1, with 0, the unit cell volume. The xy-average charge

nc
density is normalized to unity within one unit cell. (a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond, respectively, to the LDA calculated states
at —3.22 eV, —4.29 eV, —7.85 eV at K and the state at —3.87 eV at M. The wave functions are plotted from the middle of the
slab to the middle of the vacuum. The dots represent the silicon atoms contained in the [110]plane and the squares represent
the hydrogen atoms. The dashed lines point to the charge density on the hydrogen or silicon atom.
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TABLE II. Energy difference between selected LDA atomic levels for Si, As, and H as compared
to experiment. The energies are given in eV.

LDA
Expt.

H(la)-Si(3p)
-2.17
-5.45

As(4p)-Si(3p)
-1.2
-1.6

H(ls)-Si(3s)
4.48

-0.14

As(4p)-Si(3s)
5.46
3.65

Reference 39.
Reference 40 ~

2. Quosipavticle msults

~ ~
~

~
'~

Because spectroscopic measurements can be under-
stood in terms of excitations between quasiparticle states
of the interacting electron system, our quasiparticle self-
energy approach yields results in much better agreement
with photoemission data than LDA. In the present case,
very large self-energy corrections to the position of the
LDA surface states are found: The self-energy correc-
tions for the state (a') at M and the state (b) at K are
2—3 times larger than those for the surface states at the
As-Si(ill) surface. ~ This can be understood from the
important nonlocal and dynamical efFects induced by the
high degree of localization of the surface states in the H-
Si system. For selected k points of the surface Brillouin
zone, our calculated quasiparticle energy levels are given
in Fig. 2 by the open circles. The specific energy levels

for the surface states at K and M are quoted in Table
I. The agreement between our quasiparticle theory and
the recent ARPES experiment is excellent: The discrep-
ancy is at most 0.17 eV for the higher binding energy
surface state at K. This is much smaller than the 0.79
eV discrepancy for this state as calculated within LDA.

As a consequence of the improvement in the overall
position of the surface states, the self-energy approach
yields also an impressive improvement in the dispersion
of all the surface states. This again may be understood
&om the sensitivity of the self-energy operator to the lo-
calization of the surface states. We compare in Fig. 6
the exchange-correlation energies for difFerent states of
the band (a') between K and M as given by difFerent ap-
proximations. The bare Fock exchange, the LDA and the
GS' exchange-correlation operators have very diff'erent

k-dependent behavior. Recall that the surface state (a')
is more localized at M than at K. The LDA exchange-
correlation operator is much less sensitive to localization
than the self-energy operator Z and thus underestimates
by 0.3 eV the dispersion of the exchange-correlation en-

ergy for the band (a') between K and M. As expected,
the bare exchange operator, which neglects screening ef-

fects, overestimates the dispersion. In contrast to both
the LDA and bare exchange approximation, the self-

energy approach yields a dispersion which is in almost
perfect agreement with ARPES data.
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FIG. 4. k-resolved LDOS for selected k points as calculated
in the LDA. The solid line correspond to the bulk DOS. The
upper long-dashed line corresponds to the H-layer LDOS and
the middle short-dashed line to the "center of the slab" LDOS
(innermost four Si layers included). The arrows indicate the
position of the surface states as given by the LDA eigenvalues
(see Table I).
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FIG. 5. Difference between the LDA highest occupied state
eigenvalue and the experimental ionization energy (in eV) for
selected elements of the Periodic Table.
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used to extend the dielectric function to finite frequency
to be more accurate in the low-energy range. Therefore,
the self-energy of the smaller binding energy states are
the most accurate within our scheme. Second, we neglect
the influence of finite lifetime efI'ects on the position of
the quasiparticle energies. Since states closer to the gap
edges have a larger lifetime, we expect these eKects to
be more important for states at higher binding energy.
We emphasize that these discrepancies are small: The
discrepancy is within the combined uncertainties of GW
theory and experiment.

-0.8
IV. CONCLUSION

FIG. 6. Energy dispersion for difFerent approximations to
the exchange-correlation operators for the surface-state band
(a') at selected points between K and M. The zero of energy
scale is taken at K. The solid line corresponds to the GW
self-energy Z operator, the dashed line to the LDA operator,
and the dotted line to the bare exchange operator. The open
squares are the points where the energies have been calculated
(in eV).

We calculated within the GW approximation the
quasiparticle energies for occupied surface. states of the
H-Si(111)1x 1 surface. This approach yields quasi-
particle energies in excellent agreement with a re-
cent high-resolution angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy performed on the "ideally" prepared surface.
The ability of our first-principles quasiparticle approach
to describe the dynamical and nonlocal effects in this
highly anisotropic system, exhibiting very localized states
on the Si-H bond, has been exemplified. Our LDA cal-
culations also confirm that LDA combined with a slab
model can accurately describes the ground-state proper-
ties of such surfaces and that the LDA wave functions
are an excellent starting point for quasiparticle calcula-
tions in the Hybertsen-Louie formulation within the GW
approximation.

The self-energy operator is also more sensitive to wave-
function character as a consequence of its nonlocality.
The state (a') at K, which difFers from surrounding bulk
states by its strong hydrogenic character at the surface,
is successfully extracted from the bulk continuum by the
self-energy approach. It is important to note that even
in the tight-binding calculation which locates the surface
state (a') at K well within a pocket, the wave function
at K is still much less localized than at M. This shows
that the wave function (a') at K does not change when
extracted from the bulk continuum and the use of the
LDA wave function to describe the quasiparticle wave
function for this state is valid.

The small discrepancy between theory and experiment
for the surface states at higher binding energy near K
could be due to several effects. First, because the static
part of the dielectric function is calculated exactly within
the RPA, we expect the generalized plasmon pole model
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